Welcome.
We will get started
in a few minutes.

Preliminary
Concept Plan
(PCP)
Neighborhood Area 3
Meeting
9/21/22

From the Land Use Scenarios to the
Preliminary Concept Plan
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Neighborhood Areas
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PCP Outline
Introduction: overview of Planning Study, study area, project milestones and community engagement
I.

Preparing the PCP:
• Summary of community feedback on land use scenarios
• Critical Community Questions
• How PCP specifically addresses main community concerns heard in each neighborhood area and at key
locations
• Potential for achieving community aspirations and County goals (Trade-offs)
• Langston Boulevard Vision and Goals

I.

Corridor-wide Planning Framework: summary of corridorwide issues and proposed framework for 9 Key Planning
Elements

II.

Neighborhood Development Framework:
• Areas 2, 3 and 5 - summary of neighborhood aspirations, key challenges/opportunities, and proposed
development framework
• Areas 1 and 4 - recommendations for further study will be included in the Draft Langston Boulevard Plan

Appendix: Analysis of alternative densities and building heights in key areas
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Land Use Scenarios to PCP
What has changed since the 2021 Land Use Scenario Analysis (LUSA)?

• PCP focuses redevelopment and infill at 3 nodes/intersections:
• Harrison St.
• Glebe Rd. to Woodstock St.
• Spout Run
• In-between intersections and multifamily areas also have incentives for new development
• Most residential edges removed from PLB concept plan
• A limited number of parcels with existing single-home dwellings are critical for corridor
transformation and PCP incorporates recommendations for redevelopment
• Maximum building heights revised and more details on height tapering provided
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Land Use Scenarios to PCP
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PCP Analysis and Considerations
• Building heights more limited in three areas
•
•
•

Area 2 - George Mason Dr: maximum heights 5 stories rather than 7 stories
Area 3 - Glebe to Woodstock: maximum heights 7 stories rather than 10 stories
Area 5 - Spout Run and along I-66: maximum heights still under discussion and could range from up to 12
to up to 15 stories*

• Staff expect PCP incentives to encourage redevelopment
• Change may take more time; by-right development may be selected by owners (effects of longer
approval times; minimal development potential)
• Several improvements are critical and assumed feasible with County partnership
• Other elements not optimized with more limited heights (i.e., housing units/affordable housing units;
stormwater detention)
• PCP analysis includes potential outcomes achievable with more building height to convey trade-offs
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Plan Langston Boulevard: Preliminary Concept Plan
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Langston Boulevard Vision
BOLDLY PLANNING FOR PEOPLE & POWER OF PLACE 2050:
Resilient, Renewable, Re-energized

By 2050, Langston Boulevard will become a "Green Main Street" of vibrant neighborhoods, linking iconic local businesses, mixeduse activity nodes, sufficient and mixed housing supply and signature public spaces. Langston Boulevard will become a place that:


Invites and enables safe and equitable access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists;



Provides a diverse housing supply;



Builds environmental sustainability and resiliency: manages stormwater effectively, provides overland relief for stormwater
flows, and reduces energy demand in buildings;



Promotes trips by transit, biking, and walking, and achieves carbon neutrality in support of County policies;



Promotes development that enhances the economic well being of the corridor through investments, jobs, and a larger tax
base;



Provides community facilities and gathering spaces to support residents, workers, and visitors of Langston Boulevard;



Features inspiring architecture and landscapes designed and constructed to last for generations and embody the principles of
Biophilic Design; and



Celebrates, honors, and acknowledges its past, present, and future through vibrant public spaces, art, and culture...for
people of all races, ages, abilities, and income levels.
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Key Planning Elements: Goals and Policies

1. LAND USE

Goal: Transform Langston Boulevard into
a main street corridor.

3. ECONOMIC VITALITY

Goal: Strengthen the diverse commercial base.

2. HOUSING

Goal: Welcome residents who want to age-in-place,
families, young professionals, middle- income
households and households with incomes below 60
percent of the area median income (AMI).
4. TRANSPORTATION
CONNECTIVITY &
URBAN DESIGN

Goal: Transform Langston Boulevard into a ‘Complete
Street’, improve streetscape design, connect the
surrounding neighborhoods and areas to the
Langston Boulevard main street, and increase transit
use.
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6 & 7. PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, FACILITIES,
AND SPACES

5. BUILDING FORM

Goal: Transform Langston Boulevard and its
neighborhoods into a walkable environment with
context-sensitive buildings.

Goal: Ensure that the Langston Boulevard community is
connected to and well served by a diverse mix of public
spaces and adequate schools and public facilities that
balance community needs.
9. SUSTAINABILITY & RESILIENCY

8. HISTORIC &
CULTURAL RESOURCES

Goal: Maintain a unique sense of place and increase
awareness of the corridor’s rich history and culture
through preservation of buildings and sites, public art,
and interpretation of stories, events, and people of
historic significance.

Goal: Transform Langston Boulevard into a ‘Green’
corridor with street trees, increased landscaping and
pervious surfaces, overland relief, and environmentally
sustainable and energy efficient buildings.
.
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Land Use, Housing and Economic Vitality Framework
CURRENT LAND USE FRAMEWORK

Diagram describing the existing land use framework along Langston Boulevard

FUTURE LAND USE FRAMEWORK

Diagram describing the proposed land use framework along Langston Boulevard
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Corridor-wide Development Potential and Rate of Growth

How much growth can we expect and when?

Langston Boulevard Plan Summary (2075)

This includes proposed public space, enhanced existing parks
and area for pedestrian and bicycle connections
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Area 3 Concept Plan
In the future:
• Lee Heights Shops will become a stronger social and economic hub for its adjoining communities.
• Shops will be ringed by an urban neighborhood with a mix of low-, middle- and high-rise buildings.
• Core area will be surrounded by its historic neighborhoods and will be characterized by its canopy of trees and lush green areas.

Dorothy Hamm
Middle School

Lee Heights
Shops

Glebewood Village

Woodstock Park

Planning Area Boundary
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Area 3 Langston Boulevard Transformation

Existing and proposed condition
at N. Albemarle Street and
Langston Boulevard
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Area 3 Langston Boulevard Transformation
Existing and proposed condition in front of Russell Building, west of N. Woodrow Street
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Cherry Hill Road Streetscape Enhancements
Existing and proposed condition on Cherry Hill Road in front of Lee Heights Shops

Artists depiction of Cherry Hill Road in front of the Lee Heights Shops
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Area 3 Land Use

Area 3 Land Use

Note:
The public spaces and street connections on this diagram are intended to
depict the general location and approximate scale of proposed amenities and
infrastructure.
or Connections

Redevelopment of single-home parcels along edges will occur if, and when,
property owners decide to sell.
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Area 3 Development Potential and Benefits of Land Use Changes
•

Nearly 40 acres of redevelopment potential

•

Ability to reduce impervious coverage by 8% and increase tree canopy coverage by 5%

•

The new development can generate over 340 committed affordable units (CAFs)

This includes proposed public space, enhanced existing parks
and area for pedestrian and bicycle connections
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Building Height Framework
To realize community goals through new development incentives, new building height levels are introduced:





at key nodes and intersections,
in areas accessible to bus routes or near Metro,
On parcels with sufficient depth for appropriate transitions to low-density residential edges, and
in places where other infrastructure, topography, or natural environment allow sensitive transitions.

Figure 2.11

Clustering the
tallest building
heights in
nodes along the
corridor helps
protect views
from existing
neighborhoods

Ground Floor Business and Major Intersection Locations - Planning Study Area

Source: AECOM

Diagram illustrating allowable building heights along the Corridor
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Area 3 Building Heights and Transitions
The proposed building height limits are based on the property depth and sensitive transitions to low-density residential edges.

Notes:

Area 3 Building Heights

Maximum Building Heights

The public spaces and street connections on this diagram are intended to depict the general location and
approximate scale of proposed amenities and infrastructure.
Redevelopment of single-home parcels along edges will only occur if, and when, property owners decide to
sell.

or Connections

Additional height would be only for parcels that are sufficiently sized to accommodate development that
transitions in height and scale gradually to low-density residential edges.
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Building Height Transitions in Area 3
Along residential edges that are:
at a higher topography than commercial parcels

at the same topography than commercial parcels

Edgewood Street: Example of 4-story townhouses abutting single family.
Townhouses are approximately 40’ from property line.

at a lower topography than commercial
parcels

Walter Reed Drive: Example of 5-story mixed Use building stepping down to 3
stories along single family. 5- story building is approximately 50’ from property
line and 3-story building is approximately 10’ from property line.

Columbia Place Condo (1107 S. Walter Reed Drive)
Mixed Use development:
• Commercial, 14 condo units and 8 townhouses
• Site abuts single family
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Building Height Transitions in Area 3
Across the street from residential edges
• Redevelopment sites are sufficiently sized to
accommodate larger development and taller heights
Maximum Building
Heights

Cherry Hill Rd.

Up to 7 Stories
Up to 5 Stories
Up to 3 Stories
Public Space

Lee Heights

while also transitioning down gradually to low-density
residential edges.
• Setbacks and height step backs from low-density
residential edges are recommended for new
development.

Leckey
Gardens

• On north side of 20th Rd. N., a 35’ to 40’ building
setback is recommended to create space for
overland relief and to retain existing tree canopy
Area 3 Concept Plan

coverage.

*
Area 3 Section
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Avalon

20th Rd. N

Vermont
Gardens

Coldwell Banker
Wood-Lee Arms

Leckey Gardens

Existing Buildings
New Buildings
Existing Single-Home
Edges (maximum
building envelope
permitted by Zoning
code)

Woodstock St. N

Potential view from Woodstock Park and 20th Rd. N. looking west
Carlyn Place

Horizons

Potential street view along Woodstock looking north towards Lee Hieghts Shops

N. Highlands

Leckey
Gardens

R-B Corridor

Leckey Gardens

Lorcom
House

Wood-Lee Arms

Leckey Gardens

b
a

Wood-Lee Arms

Avalon

Existing street views along Woodstock
Key:

c

a. 1:1 relationship of building height to street width is desired
b. Across street from single-home edge maximum of 5 stories
c. Along single-home edge, maximum of 3 stories

Potential massing along Langston Boulevard tapering down to residential edges
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Transportation, Connectivity and Urban Design Framework
Includes multiple improvements to increase transit, pedestrian and bicycle access:
 transit signal priority at critical intersections, reduced headways between buses, and enhanced transit stops to improve rider experience;
 increased access to on-demand micro-transit services;
 pedestrian and bicycle access across Langston Boulevard from Arlington neighborhoods both north and south of corridor;
 links in bicycle network that connect neighborhoods with destinations along corridor;
 parallel bicycle routes through adjoining neighborhoods,
 a separated and protected bike lane along Langston Boulevard for bicyclists who want to access services and destinations along corridor; and
 streetscape enhancements to widen sidewalk and add street trees.

LANGSTON BLVD

16TH ST N.
WASHINGTON BLVD

Key transit transfer points
Primary bicycle connectivity
Primary bus transit connectivity
Potential transit signal priority at peak times

Potential location for future intersection
operations study

Areas where new street grid connections
can improve circulation
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Complete Streets

Excerpt from Adopted PSMP 2019

Walking and Cafe
Amenities
Imagery depicting complete street components

Seating and Street
Amenities

Green
Infrastructure

Bicycle and Personal
E-mobility

Enhanced Bus
Service

CAVs and Micro
transit
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Design of Langston Boulevard
(Area 2) West of Lexington Street

• Incorporate more space for street trees.
• 26th and 22nd Streets will carry bicycle traffic in shared lanes with vehicles.

(Area 3) Woodrow Street to Military Rd.

• On north side, incorporate more
space for street trees and two-way
shared use path.
• Additional space may be needed to
facilitate improvements.
(Area 2-3) Lexington Street
to Woodrow Street

• Incorporate more space for street trees, wider
sidewalks and protected bicycle lanes.
• Additional space (up to 10 feet) is needed on
both sides to facilitate improvements
(Area 5) Spout Run Parkway to Veitch Street

• Remove two outer lanes to incorporate more space for street trees, wider sidewalks
and two-way bicycle track (on north side).
(Area 5) East of Veitch Street

• Outer lanes are proposed to be managed for Bus and HOV only in the peak period.
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Cherry Hill Road Streetscape Enhancements
Cherry Hill Road
[East of Woodstock Street]
• Incorporating street trees and bicycle lanes
• Additional space is needed on both sides to
facilitate improvements

Cherry Hill Road
[West of Woodstock Street]
• eliminating segment of Cherry Hill Road west of Woodrow Street to eliminate cut-through
traffic avoiding Langston Boulevard and to create space for a public plaza;
• removing turning lanes on Cherry Hill Road between Woodrow and Woodstock Streets;
• narrowing road from 4 lanes to 2 lanes; and
• adding on-street parking on both sides.
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New Public Streets or Private Roads
The following cross sections provide design guidance for new and existing connecting public
streets, or private roads, not already identified for streetscape enhancements.

Approximate
R.O.W.

Approximate
R.O.W.

Approximate
R.O.W.
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Area 3 Transportation, Connectivity and Urban Design
Connect Woodstock St. to Langston Boulevard via N. Upton
St. to reduce through traffic from Lorcom Lane into Waverly
Hills. Remove northernmost westbound lane of Langston
Boulevard and provide an eastbound turn lane from Langston
Boulevard to Lorcom Lane.

Realign Old Dominion Dr. to create
a pedestrian friendly perpendicular
intersection with Langston Boulevard

Convert Lorcom Lane from a 4-lane
road to a narrower secondary vehicular
connection that provides local access
to adjoining properties for vehicles,
pedestrians and bicycles

Secondary Connections
reduce driveways and
improve safety along
Langston Boulevard
Extend N. Taylor St.
to connect Cherry
Hill Road and
Langston Boulevard

Remove turning lane, narrow to one lane in each direction and design
as a shared space that can be closed for special events and activities.
Remaining right-of-way from narrowing of Cherry Hill Rd. should be
allocated to properties on either side to provide additional space for
ground floor uses, wider sidewalks, street trees, and/or outdoor seating.
Eliminate segment of Cherry Hill Road, west of Woodrow Street, to eliminate
cut-through traffic avoiding Langston Boulevard and to create space for a
public plaza.
Area 3 Connectivity

Notes:
Streetscape Enhancement
New Primary Vehicular Access (e.g. street or private road)
New Secondary Vehicular Access (e.g. Alley, Private Service Road or other
internal circulation)

Potential location for future intersection operations study

(e.g. studying signalization upgrades and or turn lane modifications, etc.)

The public spaces and street connections on this diagram are intended to depict
the general location and approximate scale of proposed amenities and
infrastructure.
Redevelopment of single-home parcels along edges will occur if, and when,
property owners decide to sell.
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Public Space Framework
Proposed locations for new privately-owned public spaces in each neighborhood area are based on:
 Parcel size and or consolidation potential
 New public spaces will be located:
o where most intensive development is planned.
o where it can best enable connectivity between existing and proposed residences and businesses.
o within a 5 minute (1/4 mile) walk of at least one other space
o to detain stormwater

Diagram depicting approximate locations of desired public spaces
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Public Space Framework

≥ 5,000 sq ft

Plaza - Mostly hard-scaped surfaces,
potentially pervious, that
serve as places of respite amid bustling
streets and buildings

Plaza/Park Hybrid- Hardscape, potentially
pervious, and plantings blending plaza
functions with park-like biophilia

Park- Mostly planted surface
supporting recreation and connection
with nature

Minimum space oriented to individual or
small group activities.
A. Pulaski Park, Northampton, MA
B. Car lisle Courthouse Square, Alexandria, VA
C. Pozer Garden, Fairfax, VA

≥ 10,000 sq ft
Moderately sized space for multiple
groups and modest community events.
A. Penrose Square, Arlington, VA
B.Marymount Ballston Center Campus,
Arlington, VA
C. Herselle Milliken Park, Arlington, VA

≥ 20,000 sq ft
Larger space for major community
gatherings and recreation.
A. Canal Park (Southern Block), Washington DC
B. Arlington Centro, Arlington, VA
C. Rocky Run Park, Arlington, VA

Imagery depicting types of privately-owned public spaces by area and experience
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Public Space + Biophilic design

Public Space + Green Infrastructure
SUSTAINABLE
STREETCAPES + SPACE
FOR OVERLAND RELIEF

PUBLIC SPACES AS
RESERVOIRS
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Area 3 Public Spaces

Cherry Hill Rd. in front of
Lee Heights Shops can be
closed for special events

Detention of additional stormwater
within or below public space to reduce
downstream flood risk is possible at
Woodstock Park
Additional stormwater
to be detained within
or below public space
to reduce downstream
flood risk

Overland relief flow
path to be provided
over public space
along trunk storm
sewers
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Stormwater Management + Flood Risk Framework

Redevelopment that reduces
impervious surfaces and detains
stormwater at the top of the
watershed will be critical to
reducing flood risk

N. Albemarle St.
Five Points
N. Harrison St.
20th Rd. N.
Cherrydale
Rehab. Center

Lee Center

Large stormwater storage in public space

Reduce impervious coverage and intercept
stormwater through many smaller distributed
detention areas in addition to larger storage
areas in public space

Spout Run

Detain stormwater to the extent
practicable and provide overland relief
for floodwater

Diagram depicting flood risk mitigation concepts
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Public Schools + Facilities
SCENARIO 1
School
Community use + Senior /
Affordable housing
Commercial + Housing
Community Use*
Public space + Recreation
*Community Uses may include:
 Public library with meeting space
 Private arts and cultural programs
 Child care facilities, County offices,
and multi-purpose spaces

 Northern portion of LC Site is redeveloped to
provide for community uses on ground floor
with upper story senior living and/or
affordable housing.
 Southern portion of LC Site remains public
space
 LBCC site expands through purchase of
adjoining private land and integrates historic
buildings into a new expanded school
campus.

+

 A new public space could be located south
of existing LBCC building.

SCENARIO 2
 Northern portion of LC Site is redeveloped
to provide community uses.
 Southern portion of LC Site remains public
space
 LBCC site expands to include new school
uses south of existing building.

If needed, existing
public facilities
along the Corridor
can be adapted in
several coordinated
ways to meet a
combination of
future needs

Langston Brown Community Center Site
(LBCC)

Lee Center Site (LC)

+

 Adjoining private land redevelops to include
a mix of uses, integrating historic buildings.

SCENARIO 3
 Northern portion of LC Site is redeveloped to
provide new school facilities.
 Southern portion of LC Site remains public
space.
 LBCC is converted to community uses.

+

 The adjoining private land integrates historic
buildings into a new school campus.
 A new public space is located south of
existing LBCC building.
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Area 3 Historic and Cultural Resources
Significant Cultural Resources
17 The Lee Heights Shops
18 Dominion Terrace Condominiums
19 Vale Apartments
20 Lebanese Taverna
21 People’s Drug Store (currently CVS/ABC Store) sit-in-site
22 Howard Johnson Restaurant (currently Capital One Bank) sit-in-site
23 Wood-Lee Arms Apartments

Preservation Strategies
Full Preservation
Partial Preservation
Interpretation On site
Interpretation Nearby

Dominion Terrace Apartments

Vale Apartments
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Benefits of land use change and higher density
Becoming a ‘Green Main Street’ can be established by creating a mixed-use land use pattern with higher density above today’s level of development that layers more
residents into walkable destinations.

More Housing Choice + Affordability
 Increasing housing supply in Arlington will improve affordability
overall and diversify housing choices in this part of Arlington, and
create more balanced supply countywide.

More Walk-in Customers
 Adding new neighbors within walking distance of shops can
strengthen local businesses even as commercial footprints
shrink. Growing work-from-home trends can strengthen corridor
businesses as well.

More Streetscape Enhancements +
Safety Improvements
 Higher density enables cohesive redevelopment into a main
street environment with uniform streetscape improvements along
Langston Boulevard and fewer driveways to safely accommodate
all modes of travel (pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and vehicles).

Verde Pointe demonstrates how Committed Affordable Units can
be integrated into mixed-income development.

Mixed-use redevelopment along Route 7 in Falls Church has
added new businesses and customers to support them.

Redevelopment in the City of Falls Church along Route 29 has
accelerated streetscape enhancements.

More Public Spaces

Increased Visibility of History + Culture

Reduced Emissions

 Larger development sites provide opportunities to achieve
strategically located public spaces (of various types and ownerships)
that improve quality of life for current and future residents.

 Guided higher density development creates opportunities to
maintain a unique sense of place and increase awareness of
the corridor’s rich history and culture through preservation of
buildings and sites, public art and interpretation of stories, as
well as events and people of historic significance.

 Guided higher density development reduces per capita energy
usage and emissions associated with buildings and mobility.

The recent Penrose Square development along Columbia Pike
has provided significant public space featuring public art and
gathering areas consistent with adopted land use plans.

Redevelopment in the Carlisle neighborhood of Alexandria, VA
features public spaces that tell the unique stories of those sites
and the events that happened there.

The Adopted 2019 Community Energy Plan describes the benefits
of compact, higher-density development.
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Increased Bicycle + Transit Ridership

Increased Connections to Nature

 Increased activity and density provides the ridership
needed to support investments in increased transit service
frequency, transit stops or waiting areas and dedicated bicycle
infrastructure.

 Redevelopment can increase connections to the natural
environment by creating new public spaces, integrating biophilic
design elements in the design of buildings and public spaces
(including streetscapes), and by building new pedestrian and
bicycle connections to existing and new public spaces so that
everyone has access to nature.

Higher density development along Route 1 in the City of
Alexandria required Metro enhancements and new trails. Those
amenities in turn were reliant on the planned new density and
the transit and bike services benefit the immediate and more
distant neighbors and employees in Del Ray and Arlington.

Reduced Flooding + Improved
Water Quality
 Redevelopment is needed to replace existing impervious surfaces
with better site and building infrastructure that detains more
stormwater, removes pollutants and reduces downstream flooding.

Redevelopment at the corner of Washington Boulevard and
North Kirkwood Road is contributing to new infrastructure that
helps downstream neighborhoods along Spout Run.

Arbor Blocks in Seattle, WA is a mixed-use redevelopment that
emphasizes biophilic connections to nature.

Equity
 Improving community conditions (e.g. economy, environment,
housing, land use policy, public facilities and infrastructure,
healthcare, neighborhoods, education, and social connectedness)
and access to services for all populations helps to reduce
disparities and enhances individual opportunity and well-being.

Arlington Mill combines affordable housing tailored to varying
income levels combined with a community center.
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Engage with Us

Attend a Walking Tour hosted by the LBA:
9/18 (1-4 pm)

Area 2 (Langston Brown CC)

10/1 (9-12 pm)

Area 3 (Cherrydale Farmers Market)

10/16 (1-4 pm)

Area 5 (Lyon Village Shopping Center)
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